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 in raid 10 almcosu: you could try a backup and a clean install. k1l, if you mean on the ssd. yes, this seems like the option I need
to take for now. I have to work and now is too late to make a backup. k1l, thank you for your support. what, with mdadm?

almcosu: i would suggest to test on a live usb to see how that works and whether that is ok for your needs. ioria, I see, so it is
with a software raid? not really k1l, I will not be able to do that for at least an hour. Can I install a software raid on a software

raid? or is there a feature of the os to make it fail if it detects the same name of the volume? almcosu, what exactly you mean? I
want to make a raid in the beginning of the disk (between 0 and 2048) and then I want the os to accept to change the disks when
they have the same name. almcosu, as i said, use the live system is it the same in windows? I mean a built-in raid this is a raid?
It's the boot drive and the windows is on a separate partition the boot drive is a raid ok, with a windows iso, you mean I haven't
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windows installed yet, but I think it has some tool to do that on ubuntu 16.04 I mean as there isn't a linux iso i see not even for
the server version the installer maybe what is the difference between the server and desktop version? almcosu: the server version
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